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SYMBOLS

a = angular width of blind sector

& y> 0£' 0b« ^ = Pnase angles of sinusoids

= angle-of-arrival of radio wave

X = wavelength in meters

p = voltage ratio

T = delay in seconds

u = velocity of propagation on transmission line

0, r = polar display coordinates

Ui - radian frequency

a = length of the ship

b = breadth of the ship

c = velocity of light = 3 x 10s meters per second

d = antenna separation in meters

f = frequency in Hertz

&>\i &>zi & ~ lengths of transmission line in meters

m = constant

p = _ = antenna separation in wavelengths
X

r, = polar display coordinates

s i/ s 2
= input sinusoidal signals

t = time in seconds

v i/ v 2/ vc VX' vy
= voltages

x, y = rectangular coordinates

z = differential distance along signal path

A, B # C, D = antenna designators

Ej, E 2/ E = peak amplitudes of sinusoidal signals

L = length of line trace on CRO

L
s = length of slotted line

^1/ V 3/ VX/ Vy = lengths of phasors

R-A / Rb = receiver designators
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A PARALLEL-CHANNEL SHIPBOARD DIRECTION FINDING SYSTEM

1.0 Introduction and Background Material

1 . 1 Definition

The radio direction finder is a wireless receiving station

which uses the properties of the electromagnetic wave radiating

from a point source to find, relative to some standard (true North),

the horizontal and/or vertical angle of incidence, of the signal

received from this source. Upon reception the wave is usually

assumed to be a plane wave. It is necessary to distinguish be-

tween direction-finding (DF) systems which are an aid to nav-

igation and those systems which are intended to "intercept"

unknown signals.

In navigation the DF station usually possesses a priori

the frequency and the modulation of the received signal of in-

terest as well as the geographical location of the transmitter.

The DF station operators interpret the received signal in accord-

ance with this a priori knowledge to "fix" the position of the station.

The "intercept" DF station attempts to assess the bearing

(usually) of a received signal relative to the station geographic

position. No knowledge about the number of incident signals nor

about the parameters of any signal is assumed except that it

must lie in the receiver frequency pass band and, perhaps, have a

certain polarization to be received

.

The ability to locate an unknown, earth-based transmitter

requires a somewhat more complicated intercept DF ground station

since location implies knowledge of range in addition to bearing.

1.2 Brief History of DF

Heinrich Hertz in 1886-87 gave a conclusive demonstration

not only of the generation and detection of radio waves but of their

reflection and refraction and in addition of one principle of radio

direction finding as well (Ref. 1, Ref. 2, p. 67). He used a



nearly closed loop of wire as a direction finder and determined that

this gives best reception when its plane is in a plane containing

the transmitting antenna and gives zero signal when these planes

are at right angles

.

As early as 1908 / a suggestion was made to use Hertzian

waves to determine the heading of a ship (navigation aid) (Ref. 3).

During the second and third decades of this century, con-

siderable work of an experimental nature was done in the field of

direction finding. Areas of interest included directive wireless

telegraphy, location and tracking of thunderstorms (Ref. 2,4), and

the problems associated with DF from various platforms — shipboard

and airborne in addition to land-based (Ref. 5,6). Born of this

activity were varieties of direct-reading goniometers many of which

used parallel receiving channels and, as a display device, a

cathode-ray (Braun) tube (Ref. 7,8).

The thirties nurtured sophisticated direction-finding. Sets

were calibrated, errors calculated, polarization of high-frequency

(HF) waves investigated, 'night effect' isolated and compensated,

electrical properties of the soil determined, universal networks

of stations for meteorological, nautical and aeronautical uses pro-

posed, and innumerable varieties of techniques of DF recorded

in the technical journals. Keen in his book Wireless Direction

Finding (Ref. 9) considers these topics and provides a complete

bibliography of DF through 1937. The articles by Smith-Rose on

DF in general (Ref. 6) and by Tuska on application of DF to

navigation in particular (Ref. 10) provide additional extensive

lists of references on work done up to 1929 and 1939 respectively.

The technique of direction finding had many applications

during World War II. The prime example is radar which functions

to locate the source of a particular signal, i.e. one reflected

from the target. As important and effective as that application

is, DF was successfully extended to the high-frequency band
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(HF DF) and deployed on board ship during the War to detect and

locate German submarines. It was known by the acronym "Huff-

Duff". The Naval historian, Samuel Eliot Morison, is purported

to have claimed that HF DF was no less important to victory in the

Battle of the Atlantic than was radar itself (Ref. 2, Chap. 25). Of

course, DF was extensively used on aircraft and aboard ship as

aids to navigation during this period.

All of these historical applications of DF exist today. In

addition the art has been extended to the use and conquest of outer

space. Not only is it important in tracking rockets and satellites

(Minitrack, Ref. 11; Ref. 12), but DF has been applied to space-

borne platforms to locate buoys, balloons, etc. (Ref. 13). A

particular DF technique, interferometry , is of continual interest

in astronomy as a means of locating and determining the size of

radio stars (Ref. 14, 15).

A significant trend presently in land-based systems seems

to be toward large and rather sophisticated DF networks . The Navy

is responsible for at least two such systems: Bullseye which uses

several "Wullenweber" installations to intercept signals (Ref. 15-

18), and a space surveillance system (Spasur) to keep track of

earth satellites (Ref. 19-24).

See Ref. 25 (pp. 10-2 to 10-5) for additional material of

historical interest. A recent report by Bailey treats the state of

the art on radio DF and source location (Ref. 25).

1.3 Contents of This Report

This report is concerned with shipboard direction finding

in general and with the intercept problem in particular. To apprec-

iate the relations among the various types of existing DF systems,

it is necessary to classify the known techniques of DF. One such

classification is the subject of Section 2 of this report.

Section 3 attempts to define the problem of shipboard DF

and summarizes some of the present methods of DF aboard ship.
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Section 4 first presents the basic properties of four

different parallel channel systems which are considered practical

for shipboard DF . These results are then applied to define a par-

ticular system. A block diagram, showing the antenna, receiver

and display subsystems, is presented.

Appendices are used to present analyses supporting

Section 4. An extensive bibliography is included as a part of

this report.



2.0 Classification of DF Systems

Section 1 .1 implied that DF systems were used only as

aids to navigation or to determine the bearing of unknown RF signals .

Not only is such a classification too gross to be of much value,

it is also incomplete. In addition to the above, DF has been used

to track meteorological balloons (Ref. 27), for surveying in in-

accessible wooded terrains (Ref. 28), for mapping caves (Ref. 29),

and to locate sources of interference in the radio and television

frequency band (Ref. 30).

2.1 Classification Based on Application

Because of their vastly different platforms and operating

environments, one might be tempted to think that land-based,

shipborne , airborne, and space-borne DF systems represent four

different technical disciplines. This classification is supported

by the fact that an idea applied successfully in one system might

border on the absurd when considered for another type of plat-

form . The literature on this subject could be divided into roughly

these four categories.

Although this classification according to use is convenient

and popular, such a division does not indicate what is common,

from a technical and analytical point of view, to the many and

varied DF systems presented in the literature. When considering

new systems and new ideas in light of the old, a classification

according to techniques rather than application is desirable.

2.2 Classification Based on Techniques

L. A. deRosa reduces the DF problem to essentially one

of determining the equiphase front of the received signal (Ref. 25).

The bearing of the transmitter is then readily obtained since the

equiphase front is usually normal to the direction of propagation.

He classifies the various techniques of exploring the phase of the

field vectors as follows:
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A. Absolute or instantaneous methods of measurement of

i. Amplitude

ii. Phase

iii. Delay

B. Sequential methods of measurement of

i. Amplitude

ii. Phase

iii. Delay-

Following this classification, deRosa discusses consider-

ations determining the choice of any one of these six techniques. He

also gives an example of systems which employ each technique.



3.0 Consideration of the Problems and Methods of DF Aboard Ship

Direction finding from a ship or aircraft presents at least

four problems that are not shared by land-based systems. The ex-

istence of a rather large conducting mass distorts the electromagnetic

field that describes the signal of interest. Secondly, the ship and

its rigging reflect (scatter) the incident signal thereby further dis-

torting the field at any point on or near the structure. In addition,

the natural environmental conditions and the ship's vibration and

swaying are hazards to equipment installation and calibration.

Lastly, the severe space limitations (type and size of platform)

restrict the kind of DF techniques that can be employed.

3.1 Effects of the Platform

Distortion of the electromagnetic field due to the con-

ducting mass of the ship is generally ignored in the literature. This

effect is, presumably, of minor importance. Further, this effect

should be more consistent, and hence more easily compensated,

than that due to reflections . The problem has not been completely

overlooked, however. As early as 1932, an attempt was made to

determine the resonant frequency of a ship and the consequent

effect on a DF system of this structure which is situated at a sur-

face separating two media of different dielectric constants (Ref. 31).

The effect of reflection from the hull, deck, and rigging of

the ship is of considerably more consequence than any of the other

problems mentioned. In the absence of reflections, a variety of

DF techniques and equipments which satisfy present system re-

quirements could be provided. With reflections, the field vector

at any point in space consists of the incident signal plus com-

ponents due to each reflection of the incident signal. Equiphase

fronts are no longer of simple geometry, are time variable, and

are no longer perpendicular to the direction of arrival of the

incident signal. Consequently, exploration of the phase of the
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field vector gives at best a blurred indication of the bearing of the

signal. Ross (Ref. 32) presents a rather good statement of the prob-

lem of DF when the r-f waves are not plane or when the waves con-

sist of more than one component. Brooks (Ref. 33), shows that a

three channel system can give an error-free bearing indication

when the input signal consists of two components: the direct ray

and one reflection.

Considerable effort has been spent analyzing, character-

izing, and isolating the sources of interference (reflection) and in

determining the effect these reflections have on various DF systems

(Ref. 34, 41, 42). The results of these analyses are then inter-

preted to assess the effectiveness of various antennas and to

determine the site of these suitably chosen antenna systems which

would minimize the effect of the reflected signals (Ref. 43-48).

Compensation of the antenna systems has also been tried (Ref. 41,

49).

This work has improved the performance of some DF

equipment. In many cases, however, the return has not justified

the investment. The nature and complexity of the problem was

indicated early by Solt (Ref. 50) when he observed that although

two vessels may be exactly the same and have identical rigging

and mast arrangements, the difference in deviations between the

DF readings on these two vessels may be considerable. Apparently

any system which is sensitive to the signals reflected from the ship

and its appurtenances is subject to erroneous or blurred indications

of the direction of arrival of the incident signal.

3.2 Reception of Simultaneous Signals

Reception of simultaneous signals is yet another problem

associated with radio direction finding. This is distinguished from

the reflection problem by considering these signals to be of
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different frequency and, in most cases, of different origin (un-

correlated) . When DF is used to provide navigational information,

this problem is usually of no consequence since it is assumed the

receiver knows the frequency of the signal of interest and hence

can tune out all other signals. However, the intercept problem by

its very nature requires monitoring a band of frequencies. This

introduces the possibility of receiving many signals at a time. The

field vector again consists of more than one component. Although

now well defined, the equiphase fronts of the field are no longer

normal to the direction of arrival of any one of the components of

the composite field. As a result, a majority of the existing DF

techniques and equipment give ambiguous if not erroneous in-

dication of the number of signals and of the bearing of each.

This problem has received comparatively little attention.

One theoretical solution has been advanced (Ref. 52). The prac-

ticability of systems based on this technique when operating on

signals corrupted with noise is questionable since the signal

bearings are represented by points of discontinuity or "breaks"

in the plane figure displayed on the screen of a cathode-ray-tube.

Noise tends to smooth these points and hence obliterates the

bearing information. The problem of simultaneous signal reception

will be considered again in the next section.



4.0 A Proposed Shipboard DF System

This section derives from practical and analytical con-

siderations a particular shipboard DF system. The properties of four

different parallel channel systems are considered in turn.*. This in-

formation is then used to detail the final system.

The configuration selected is intended to overcome the

deleterious effects of reflections from the ship and its rigging . It

will be shown that the system can be operated to provide coarse

bearing information throughout most of 360 degrees at all times

or to provide by sector coverage refined readings over 360 degrees.

The system has the capability of providing bearing information on

each of several cw or pulsed signals occurring simultaneously. An

indication of the amplitudes of one or more received signals is pro-

vided by appropriate signal processing and display. At the expense

of some additional equipment, the system is capable of determining

the frequencies of each of several cw or pulsed signals occurring

within a broad range of frequencies.

4.1 Design Considerations

4.1.1 Antenna Gain Characteristic

Fundamental to this development is the assumption that

distortion in the r-f electromagnetic field is due primarily to

reflections from the ship and to other field generators aboard ship;

distortion of the field due to the presence of the ship itself is

assumed to be negligible (Ref. 31, 35, 37, 42).

Under this assumption the effects of a distorted field

can be overcome by using field sensors (antennas) which are

sensitive (transparent) to signals traveling toward the ship (in-

cident wave) and are immune (opaque) to radiation traveling away

from the ship (reflected wave)

.

An alternate solution is to provide a receiver capable of

balancing out the components of the field contributed by the
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reflections. This approach assumes the reflections can be described

accurately. The experience of others indicates that balancing and

compensation techniques are generally expensive and have met with

limited and varied success (Ref. 38, 49). For this reason the choice

was made to shape the antenna patterns to prevent reception of sig-

nals emanating from the ship.

Such a choice means each antenna of the system is blind

to a portion of the 360° sector of coverage. It is usually desirable

in any case to minimize this blind region of every antenna. This

can be accomplished by separating the antennas and the reflecting

source as much as practicable. From the geometry and rigging of

most ships , this amounts to placing the antennas in an extreme

forward or extreme aft position of the craft. (Keen (Ref. 9, p. 407)

cites a virtue of fore and aft antennas in the 1938 edition of his

book.)

Fig. 4-1 shows an overhead plan of a ship and the geometry

of a possible receiving station. Also shown are possible patterns

for two antennas. To avoid reflections, each antenna must be

blind to a sector of minimum width a. where

a = tan-1 h
a (4-0)

with a the length of the ship and b the breadth of the ship. Typ-

ically, a minimum value of a may vary from 6° for a cruiser or

destroyer to 14° for a carrier (Ref. 52). Of course, directivity

of the antenna system should be chosen, and the received signal

processed, to minimize ambiguities and to enhance the accuracy

and resolution of the DF system.

4.1.2 DF Measurement Technique

In terms of the classification of Section 2.2, only those

systems which measure instantaneous amplitude or phase of the

field vector will be considered. Measurement of delay will be

considered for this application to be equivalent to measurement

11



Fig. 4-1 . Indication of the Blind Sector of Width a

pattern of antenna

A = A(6)

N

— 6i / t
A^ incoming r-f wave

"V pattern of antenna
B = B(6)

Fig. 4-2. Example of Spatially Different Antenna Patterns

for Use with a Watson-Watt DF System

EA(6)

linear, matched^X
amplifiers /

EB(6)
^B

ratio

device
1-

Fig. 4-3. Example of a Watson-Watt DF Receiver
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of phase difference. It is felt that the application and platform

rule out systems which measure sequentially the phase or am-

plitude of the field (arrays, rotatable antennas, variable or ad-

justable elements).

In all the systems to be considered, two channels will be

used to balance out the effect of incident wave amplitude on the

bearing indication. Amplitude information is, however, preserved

and displayed as a separate parameter independent of bearing.

Parallel-channel systems have been used repeatedly in the DF

field because these systems can provide an instantaneous indication

of signal bearing which is independent of signal amplitude and

because they have an inherent simultaneous-signal capability

(Ref. 7, Ref. 63-5 6).

The ways in which the amplitude data and the phase data

can be collected, processed, and displayed will now be considered

in turn. A summary of these methods is provided by Table 4-1

at the end of this section.

4.1.2.1 Measurement of Amplitude to Determine Bearing

The Watson-Watt cathode-ray direction finder is the

earliest and perhaps the simplest implementation of a parallel

channel system which relies on amplitude data to determine bearing

(Ref. 7, Ref. 9, p. 682, Ref. 5 7). This system uses two spatially

different antenna patterns as shown in Fig. 4-2. The receiving

system is shown in Fig. 4-3. A wave of amplitude E arriving

at an angle Qx produces a voltage proportional to EA(6
1 ) in re-

ceiver R* and to EB^) in Rp connected to antennas A and B

respectively. If the ratio, p, of these voltages is formed, then

p= aiftj i'-AHi poo (4-D
BBt0x ) M8J

and hence p is a measure of the angle of arrival, 62.. Furthermore,

p is independent of the amplitude E and hence the system is operable

under conditions of fading

.
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The ratio of received signals can be formed, for example,

by using an x-y cathode-ray oscilloscope (CRO) . In this case,

EA(e) could be applied to the y - deflection plates and EB(0) to

the x - deflection plates. As shown in Fig. 4-4, the display will

be a straight line (since x and y are r-f sinusoidal voltages) having

an angle where

= tan"1 1 = tan-i EAQ) = tan 1
p{Q) (4-2)

x EB(G)

This expression links the angle of the display with the

angle of the received signal 0. The length of the line trace is L

where

L = ^max+^max ' = 2j[EA(6)] s + [eb(6)J
§(

= 2Ejb*(ef7tf(e?

(4-3)

and hence the trace also provides a measure of received signal

amplitude E. With appropriate antenna patterns a full 360°

coverage is possible with no ambiguity in bearing measurement.

A usable (straight line) display for this system, which

displays r-f voltage, requires that the x and y inputs to the os-

cilloscope be in phase. If these voltages are not in phase, it

can be readily shown that the display is an ellipse whose

eccentricity and major-axis slope is a function not only of this

phase difference, but of the peak amplitude of x and of y as

well. In general, then, an elliptical display is not a good in-

dicator of bearing (Ref. 58, 59).

Rather than compensating for phase difference it is

usually easier and more reliable to maintain an in-phase con-

dition of the signals received on the two antennas and processed

through the two receivers since this in-phase condition must be

maintained over the range of input signal levels expected and

over the band of frequencies of interest. Therefore, one

14
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(a) Sketch

(b) Photograph of CRO Trace

Fig. 4-4. Typical Display for One Sinusoidal Signal
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specification of this type of system is that the two receiving an-

tennas must be separated by no more than a small fraction of a

wavelength of the lowest frequency signal to be received. A

second specification is that the two receivers (amplifiers) of

Fig. 4-3 must be matched in phase over a given dynamic range

and a given band of frequencies .

Once this in-phase requirement is met, the system is

capable of providing unambiguous bearing indication throughout

360° and over a range of frequencies. Signal amplitude data is

preserved and displayed in terms of the length of the line trace.

It was observed by Watson-Watt that this type of di-

rection finder has a simultaneous- signal resolution capability

(Ref. 7). With n signals, the display is a parallelogram of 2n

sides. The slope of each pair of sides indicates the bearing of

one of the signals and their length is a measure of the amplitude

of that signal. An example of such a display for two and three

signals is shown in Fig. 4-5. (For signal frequencies beyond the

range of conventional x-y oscilloscopes (f^>30 mHz), a sampling

oscilloscope can be used as a display device. Commercial

sampling x-y CRO's will display frequencies up to 6 GHz. A

sampling CRO provided the traces of Fig. 4-5 (a) and (b).)

This type of system as originally conceived has two

disadvantages. The requirement on phase matching has been men-

tioned. In addition, the sensitivity of the system is poor since

the 360° range of bearings must be read from an effective 90°

sector of the polar display (the line trace occurs in the first and

third quadrants of the display). In terms of Fig. 4-4 (a), sen-

sitivity is defined here as AA . Section 4.4 considers a method

of improving sensitivity by a factor of two. Note that in general

the display parameter $ will not be a linear function of the signal

bearing 6. This requires that the screen of the CRO be calibrated

16
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to indicate bearing. The antenna patterns and amplifier gains can

be chosen to provide linear indication over a range of bearing.

In cases where it is impractical to maintain phase match

of the two channels of the receiver of Fig. 4-3, the envelope of

the received signal can be used to provide a measure of bearing.

This system assumes the form shown in Fig. 4-6. When the ratio

and display device are a CRO, (4-2) holds except now x and y

are video voltages and hence the trace is a dot instead of a line,

as shown in Fig. 4-7. The polar coordinates of this dot are

and r = L/2 as defined by (4-2) and (4-3).

This system using detectors will indicate bearing of cw

or pulsed signals while removing the requirement on antenna lo-

cation. Again, amplitude information is preserved and displayed.

The simultaneous signal capability of this system is essentially

lost however. It can be shown that for the case of two signals

occurring simultaneously the trace is an ellipse having an origin

approximately at the vector sum of the display formed by the signals

occurring individually.* Such a display indicates the presence of

multiple signals, but it is of little value in determining the exact

number of signals being received or the bearing or amplitude of

any particular signal.

4.1.2.2 Measurement of Phase to Determine Bearing

This technique uses two or more spatially separated an-

tennas to obtain direction-of-arrival information. With reference to

Fig. 4-8, assume that the signal received at antenna A is Ecoso>t:

that on B is

Ecosct;(t-T) = Ecos(o)t-0)

where $ = u>t. From the geometry of the antennas,

sin 6 = £
d

* Author's notes
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Fig. 4-6. A Parallel Channel System Which Displays the Envelope
(Video) of the Received Signal

Fig. 4-7. CRO Display Formed by the System of Fig. 4-6 when
the Input is One Sinusoidal Signal
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Fig. 4-8. Geometry of a Two Antenna System Which Measures
Phase to Determine Signal Bearing.

v
:
= A(6)E cos (tot -

*K 90°, 3 db

hybrid

vs = B(6)E cos bit junction

VX

V,

A(0) = B(6)

Fig. 4-9. A Receiver Which Measures the Difference in Phase
of Two Equal Amplitude Signals.
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where is, as before, the angle of arrival of the signal.

Also, z = ct where c = 3 x 10s meters per second. Therefore,

sin 6 = ct

d

Rewriting

,

r = d S in 6

c

and hence,

ib - mir = Wd sin e = 2ti
[

-

c X

where p is the antenna spacing measured in wavelengths . If ix>

is known, then
<J> , the phase difference in radians of the signals

received on antennas A and B, is a function of 8 , the bearing of

the received signal. (Section 4-3 considers the case where to

and t (or 8) are both unknown quantities.)

Methods of processing the data to extract sin 8 can be

considered for the case of equal amplitude signals and for signals

whose amplitudes are not the same.

i) Signals of equal amplitude.

If the signals received on the two antennas have

equal amplitudes then the receiver shown in Fig. 4-9 will provide

a suitable display. As shown in Appendix A, the r-f voltages

vx and Vy are in phase and have peak values given by

(v
y)max

= V^ EA(e) sin (ir/4 + <//2)

(vx) max = VP EB(8) cos (ij/4 + i//2)

The trace will then be a line having slope and of

length L where

= tt/4 + ?rp sin 8

L = 2jT eJa3
(8) + B

3
(8)

v
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This is the same trace obtained previously (Fig. 4-4) using am-

plitude measurements and a linear receiver (no detectors). As in

that system , a parallelogram display results when more than one

signal is present at a time.

The display in this method is not limited to an effective

90° sector; the line trace can have positive as well as negative

slope. In fact the sensitivity, bd , is from (4-5) a function of

the antenna separation:

-^- = 2ff d cos e (4-6)

There is then no theoretical limit to the accuracy of such a system.

Increasing antenna separation beyond a wavelength does introduce

ambiguities in measurement, a well-known property of all inter-

ferometer systems. By restricting coverage to particular sectors,

good indications of bearing are possible without ambiguity.

To obtain the desired straight-line display, it is necessary

to preserve signal amplitude throughout the system. Variations in

amplitude between channels results in an elliptical trace. To

avoid compensation in the receivers, the equal amplitude re-

quirement means the two antennas must have identical gain

characteristics in the plane of interest and any amplifiers in the

receiver must have identical gains

.

ii) Signals of unequal amplitude

The detection of phase difference between two signals

of unequal amplitudes is difficult to accomplish practically. Appen-

dix B indicates what is necessary to derive phase information. The

nature of this problem suggests that in any practical DF system

which relies on phase information, the antennas should have identical

gain characteristics.

The salient features of these four methods of determining

bearing are presented in Table 4-1 . This will provide a useful
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reference for the next section which presents one practical com-

bination of the methods of DF considered in this section.

TABLE 4-1

Method Receiver characteristics

1 co-located antennas , different

patterns, requires in-phase
signals on the two channels

CRO Trace

line

signal phase not important,
different antenna patterns

,

uses detectors

dot

separated antennas , iden-

tical patterns, requires

equal amplitude signals

line

separated antennas,
patterns not critical

dot

Features

angle of line trace

is a measure of bear-

ing , length of line

is a measure of sig-

nal amplitude, sim-

ultaneous signal

capability, no am-
biguity in measure-
ment

angle of dot is a

measure of signal

bearing, radial

coordinate of dot is

a measure of signal

amplitude, no sim-

ultaneous signal

capability, no am-
biguity in bearing

measurement

angle of line is a

measure of bearing,

length of line is a

measure of signal

amplitude, simul-

taneous signal

capability, ambig-
uity in measurement
if antenna separation

exceeds one-half

wavelength

considered imprac-
tical by comparison

4.2 Specification of a DF System

The material in the previous sections has suggested the
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following capability as desirable in a shipboard DF system:

i) Coverage throughout the 360° plane with no ambiguity

in bearing; error in bearing indication to be a minimum .

ii) Operation over a band of frequencies with the bearing

indication independent of signal frequency; knowledge of frequency

is desirable.

iii) Operation over a range of signal levels with the bearing

indication independent of signal amplitude; knowledge of signal

amplitude is desirable.

iv) The ability to resolve simultaneous signals (cw or pulsed)

and indicate the bearing, frequency, and amplitude of each.

Imposed on these operational requirements is the constraint to min-

imize the amount of equipment, particularly the size and number of

antennas

.

Section 4.1.1 considers the antenna pattern and placement

requirements to avoid signal reflections, an assumed major source

of error in bearing indication. Section 4.1.2 enumerates and dis-

cusses DF techniques of potential use for a shipboard system. This

material is now considered in view of the assumed operational re-

quirements to define a particular antenna, receiving, and display

configuration.

4.2.1 An Elementary System and Its Properties

Before turning to the system proposed by this study, an

alternate configuration will be briefly outlined. The approach taken

in this digression is attractive because of its simplicity and be-

cause it provides an output voltage which is a nearly linear function

of signal bearing. By contrast, the methods previously discussed

gave measures which were sinusoidal or other non-linear functions

of bearing

.

The antenna pattern requirements stipulated in Section 4.1.1

are approximately satisfied by a cardiod characteristic. Admitting
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these patterns as candidates, it will now be shown that a simple

DF system can be conceived using two antennas as shown in

Fig. 4-1 0(a).

This system makes use of the following approximation

41 -cose^ - Ji-fcos e
v J+e ' ° * e * 180°

o
|/T - 6,180° s; 6 £ 360°

which is plotted as Fig. 4- 10(b) (Ref. 60, p. 9). As shown in

Ref. 60, departure from linearity is less than 2%. Since the

cardiod antenna patterns of Fig. 4-10(a) are defined by the

equations

A(6) = a(l + cos 9)

B(9) = a(l - cos e)

it is then necessary only to extract the square roots of the vol-

tages received on the two antennas, form their difference and

interpret the resulting voltage in terms of bearing. This difference

voltage is, unfortunately, also a function of input signal level.

To eliminate this dependency without r-f limiting or

automatic gain control, the ratio of the received voltages can be

formed as shown in Fig. 4-1 1(a). The angle is again a non-linear

function of bearing as shown. By adding square-root amplifiers to

the receiver, a linear dependency of on 6 can be achieved since,

as shown in Fig . 4-1 1 (b)

,

Sin "2= tan"1 vy = 7 1 ~ cos e
'

= tan"1^
vx V'l + cos 8

1

J^lcos!
2

2

The dot trace is restricted to the first quadrant of the display re-

sulting in some loss of sensitivity.

A practical system suffers from the following effects: the

gain characteristics of the antennas should be nearly identical and

the relative amplitudes of the received signals preserved in the
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A (6) = cardiod

(a) Example of Cardiod Antenna Patterns

B(0) = cardiod

(b) Plot of ffl~- cos
l and //T+~cos 0*

Fig. 4-10. Cardiod Pattern Characteristics
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A V Vb

gain matched amplifiers linear envelope dete

Trace is a dot at an angle = ta --1p !]

(a) A Possible Receiver; Trace has Ambiguities and is a

Nonlinear Measure of Bearing.

AV VB

gain matched linear envel- square-root
amplifiers ope detectors amplifier

Trace is a dot at an angle = [-
J

where -180° * 6 £ + 180°

(b) An Alternate Receiver; Trace has Ambiguities but is a

Linear Measure of Bearing.

Fig. 4-11 . A DF System Which Uses Two Cardiod Antenna Patterns
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receiver; accurate, reliable, and matched square-root amplifiers

may be difficult to produce (Ref . 60, p. 12 includes such a circuit);

the system lacks a simultaneous signal capability; an ambiguity of

180° exists in the display which requires additional equipment to

resolve; the display is compressed resulting in some loss of sen-

sitivity. The system does provide with acceptable antenna patterns

a linear measure of direction of arrival.

The next section proposes a more sophisticated equipment

which overcomes some of the disadvantages of this simple system

at the expense of equipment complexity (additional antennas).

4.2.2 A Recommended 'Three Mode' DF System

Without considering the many possible configurations which

could be defined within the framework of the material of Section

4.1, the compromise determined by this study will be detailed.

Reasons for the choice will be indicated where appropriate.

Basically, the system uses a pair of antennas fore and

aft as identified in Fig. 4-12. All antennas have a blind sector

of width a. defined by (4-0). Hence, no antenna ever receives

signals reflected from the ship or its rigging. The avoidance of

these reflections necessitates use of antennas fore and aft for

360° coverage. As will be shown, additional benefits can be de-

rived from such a configuration.

The signals received on antennas A and B of Fig. 4-12

are in phase; similarly for C and D. Therefore by appropriate choice

of the gain patterns , each of these pairs can derive bearing infor-

mation from the amplitude of the received signals (Method 1 of

Table 4-1). Both pairs must be used to fill in the blind sector of

any one pair. The system operating in this mode provides readings

which are redundant over a sector of width 360 - a degrees. This

will be referred to as mode 1

.

By virtue of their separation, signals received on antennas
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Fig. 4-12. An Example Showing Antenna Placement and Patterns

L = 2m

A(6) = m(l+cos 6)

(Cardiod)

B(6) = m(l-cos 8)

(Cardiod)
/

Fig. 4-13. Sum and Difference Patterns for Particular Gain
Characteristics

.
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A and B are generally out of phase with those received on C and D.

Therefore , A and C, for example, can be used as a pair (inter-

ferometer) to derive bearing information (method 3 of Table 4-1).

Identify this as mode 2. This requires that the patterns of A and

C be identical. For most ships and for operation in the HF band,

operation in this manner introduces ambiguities (wavelength at

3 mHz is 328 ft. which is less than the length of most ships con-

sidered for this application). As shown in (4-5), sensitivity in-

creases as H increases and so this method is capable of greater
A

sensitivity than method 1 at the expense of ambiguities. However,

methods 1 and 3 can provide information simultaneously; the result

is that any ambiguities present in one indication can be resolved

using the other.

For further discussion of HF interferometer DF systems,

which are more elaborate than the system considered in this re-

port, see reference -54 . For a report on the errors due to two element

interferometers, see reference 55.

In two sectors of total width 2 a, the interferometry tech-

nique cannot be used since one or the other antenna of the pair

has zero gain in this region. To obtain sensitivity in these sec-

tors which is better than that provided by method 1 , an alternate

mode of operation can be introduced (mode 3). This consists of

altering the feed of the antennas (or introducing additional ele-

ments , if practical) to increase the directivity of antennas A and

B in one sector and that of C and D in the other sector. For

example, with a ship's heading of true North, A and B would pro-

vide accurate bearing measurements on signals coming from a

northerly direction; C and D would give the bearing of signals

coming from the South. The antenna system shown for this mode

of operation resembles that used in amplitude sensing monopulse

systems. Rather than processing the amplitude data received on
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each channel to obtain signal bearing, monopulse seeks a null

by sweeping the composite pattern until the signal source is

aligned with the boresight axis (Ref. 62).

These pattern requirements of the four antennas are

summarized in the form of an example in Fig. 4-12. The patterns

of mode 3 are shown in dashed lines. Patterns shown are merely for

purposes of illustration.

This system, then, has three possible modes of operation

although two of these can coexist by providing separate processing

circuitry. Each mode provides a simultaneous signal capability.

(See Section 4.1.2) Each mode is insensitive to reflections from the

ship. Together these three modes provide 360° coverage with coarse

and fine indications of bearing available throughout most of this

range

.

4.2.2.1 Consideration of the Antenna Subsystem

This section provides additional detail of value in designing

antenna patterns for the modes of operation presented in Section

4.2.2. No attempt is made to specify antennas which will produce

these patterns although it is realized that the structures necessary

to yield the defined gain and phase characteristics will determine in

large measure the practicability of this system.

Section 4.1.2.1 derives for modes 1 and 3 the equations

relating 0, the measure of bearing, to patterns A (6) and B(8). It

was observed in that section that the display is a line confined to

the first and third quadrants of the scope screen. To permit use of

the entire screen which results in increased sensitivity, the sum

and difference of these patterns can be formed as shown in

Fig. 4-13. Applying the difference to the y deflection plates and

the sum to the x deflection plates results in a line trace which can

assume any value of positive or negative slope. The trace is a line

instead of an ellipse since it is assumed the original signals are in
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phase and hence their sum and difference are in phase. The angle

of the trace is given by

= tan 1 p = tan l A(9) - B(6)
(4-7)

MB) + B(e)

For a given A(6) and B(6), the sensitivity of measurement is

given by dj_ _ A'B " AB '

where the prime denotes differentiation.
d 6 A3 + B2

The general case of not equal 6 implies that some bearings can be

read more accurately than others

.

In general, is not a linear function of 6. For a given

system, then, the screen of the CRO will have to be calibrated to

obtain true bearing. To make a linear function of 6 requires from

(4-7) that

A(6) - B(6) = sin e

A(e) + B(e) = cos e

In this mode of operation, the primary antenna pattern

design requirements remain as follows: selection of A(6), B(6),

C(6) and D(8) to be blind to a sector of width a; selection of A

and B, and similarly C and D, such that unambiguous displays,

over sectors of width 360 - a degrees, result. Linearity of

vs Q and particular values of sensitivity, both in restricted sectors,

are of secondary importance in mode 1 . Mode 3 allows greater

freedom in design since the coverage in this mode is restricted.

When phase is used to determine bearing (mode 2)*> the

relation of to 6 and the sensitivity $-&- are given by (4-5) and
a e

(4-6). For a given installation, d is fixed; sensitivity then is a

function of X and Q , neither of which is known in practice.

Bearing indication and sensitivity are independent of

antenna directivity. It is desirable, however, to provide uniform

antenna gain in all except the blind regions. This results in a

uniform probability of intercept in these areas . As indicated
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previously, to simplify phase detection it is required that A(8) = C(0)

for A and C the interferometer pair.

Fig. 4-12 is an example of antenna patterns which may be

candidates for an actual system. Work on antennas of interest here

has been reported in the literature (Ref. 62-65).

4.2.2.2 Consideration of the Receiver Subsystem

The material of Section 4.1.2 can now be applied to

design the receiving portion of the system which is shown as Fig.

4-14. Mode 1 requires a pair of amplifiers, matched in phase over

the frequency range of interest, driving a sum and difference (SAD)

network. The SAD output connects directly to the x - y oscilloscope

display. Appendix C presents the realization of a SAD network which

is independent of frequency.

The mode 3 receiver is identical to that of mode 1; the

two are distinguished by their differing antenna gain characteristics

.

In Fig. 4-14 the mode of operation is determined by the setting of

switch S.

Mode 2 operates in parallel with mode 1 and requires a

somewhat simpler receiver as shown; e.g . gain matched amplifiers

may be less of a problem than phase matched; the 90° hybrid is a

component of the SAD network. The mode 2 display indicates the

difference in phase between the signal on antenna A and that on C.

As indicated in (4-4), to convert this reading to signal bearing re-

quires knowledge of signal frequency. This can be provided by a

tuned receiver. Alternatively the mode 2 receiver could be modified

to provide independent readings of signal frequency and signal bearing,

as discussed in the next section.
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4.3 Consideration of the Measurement of Frequency*

As indicated in Section 4.1.2.2, the mode 2 parallel-

channel receiver shown in Fig. 4-14 is essentially a phase discrim-

inator.* Equ. 4-4 shows that , the phase difference between the

signals on the two channels, is a function of signal frequency, to /

and signal bearing, 6 . This section presents two different methods

of resolving j/j into components which are independent measures of

Ojand .

The first method essentially uses two phase discriminators,

one to measure and the other to measure uj . If the voltages out of

these discriminators are v
x and v2 where

vt = kj w (4-8)

v2 = k2 = k2
<££- sin 6
c

then v
1

is a direct measure of frequency independent of bearing

and the ratio

J* = k3 $ sin 6 (4-9)
v^ c

is a measure of bearing independent of frequency. The k's are

constants

.

Fig. 4-15 is a block diagram of an instantaneous fre-

quency discriminator. Except for the delay T in one channel, this

device is identical to the mode 2 receiver (phase detector) of

Fig. 4-9. The delay T introduces a phase difference equal to a'T

between the signal of channel a and that of channel b. As before

* The techniques presented in this section were outlined at the

Applied Electronics Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford,

California. Work in this particular area and more generally work
on a variety of parallel-channel phase and frequency meters is

continuing at Stanford's Applied Electronics Laboratory.
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Fig. 4-15. An Instantaneous Frequency Measuring System Which
Displays r-f Voltage

square-law detectors-

E cos out

log amplifiers
v„

gj

©-t^

Fig. 4-16. A System Which Provides an Output

Voltage Which is a Measure of Input

Signal Frequency
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(equ. 4-4 and 4-5 and Appendix A), the display is a line at an

angle where

= tt/4 h- MJ-
2

For a fixed, known delay, indicates signal frequency directly.

Increasing r increases measurement sensitivity, Q-&- , but also
df

introduces additional ambiguity in a frequency band.

To obtain a voltage that is a measure of frequency, the

circuit of Fig. 4-15 can be modified as shown in Fig. 4-16. Here

the ratio is formed by taking the difference of the logarithms of

the two quantities. The output voltage, v2 is then

v2 = log ^y = log tan iiLI.

2

To make the voltage a linear function of frequency as required by

(4-8), the circuit of Fig. 4-16 can be modified as shown in Fig.

4-17 which shows the complete receiving system. The introduction

of the 6db of attenuation linearizes the v vs oj curve; it also

decreases the slope of this function which thus reduces measure-

ment sensitivity. Since the video is used to measure phase in

this circuit, the simultaneous signal capability is sacrificed. The

ratio of (4-9) is meaningful, though, only when one signal is

present at a time.

An alternate phase discriminator which has a nearly

linear output voltage vs input phase difference is shown in Fig.

4-18. This is the same system discussed in Section 4.2.1.

Reference 60 presents a more complete discussion of this type

of phase discriminator.

The second method of obtaining bearing measurements
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independent of signal frequency is presented in Fig. 4-19.* The

analysis of Appendix D shows that i x
the position of one null in

the standing wave on the line, is independent of frequency and

varies according to

h = -ii- ~ 1 sin 6

The position of this first null from the center of the line is then given

by — sin Q . (This assumes u, the velocity of propagation along i,
2

is equal to c, the speed of light.)

A probe could be moved along the line to detect the null;

alternatively, a series of probes could be positioned along the line

and their outputs inspected to estimate the null position. The last

method lends itself to digital data processing. Raabe (Ref . 67) dis-

cusses this technique as a means of measuring frequency.

4.4 Effects of Noise

In nearly all visual displays of the type considered in this

report, noise when added to the signal tends to blur the scope trace.

A dot trace becomes a spot having illumination intensity decreasing

as radius increases. A line trace is broadened into a "trail." The

general effect is that a trace which is the locus of a point in the

absence of noise is the locus of a spot in the presence of noise.

The statistics of x and y, the outputs of twin-channel

receivers (phase discriminators) have been determined. In 1949,

de Walden and Swallow considered the amplitude density functions

of these voltages for gaussian noise input (Ref. 68). In a more

recent report, Tsvetnov considers the phase correlation properties

* This "symmetrical ring" system was suggested by R. M. Kochis,

Applied Electronics Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford,

California. The principle is similar to one used in the Fredif

System (Ref. 66)

.
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of signals and gaussian interference in two-channel phase sys-

tems (Ref. 69).

Reference 70 considers a general class of parallel channel

receivers which display a video signal and derives the mean and

variance of x and y and the covariance between these voltages for

gaussian noise input. The normalized covariance of these random

variable x and y is the slope of the line which best fits (in a

minimum mean square error sense) a blurred line trace (Ref. 71).
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5.0 Conclusions and Future Work

A DF system which operates in three modes has been con-

sidered in detail (Section 4.2.2). As presented this receiving system

is capable of providing data, on an intercepted signal, such as

bearing, amplitude and, with some additional equipment, frequency.

The system provides these data on each of several signals re-

ceived simultaneously. The signals can be cw or pulsed. Hence

no deterioration in system performance is expected when operating

in a dense signal environment.

No attempt was made to specify physical antenna systems

or to estimate what is involved in achieving design requirements.

Obtaining appropriate gain characteristics over a range of frequen-

cies may be a difficult design problem. This subject certainly

warrants careful consideration before this or a similar system is

pursued further, particularly in the HF band. This study also

neglected to consider the effects of a nonstationary platform. To

obtain an absolute measure of signal bearing, the equations must

be appropriately expanded to include the platform coordinates

.
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Appendix A

Use of a Hybrid Junction to Determine the Difference in

Phase Between Two Equal Amplitude Sinusoids

Consider the system of Fig. A-l . For inputs v
l
and v2 to

the hybrid junction,

J?
v = Vl + v s

(A-l)

A
vx = v

2
+ vi (A-2)

J?

where v. is v. delayed 1 radians (j = 1,2). Fig. A-2 shows the
J J 2

phasor construction of vx and v
y
which, as shown there, are in

phase providing v__ and vv have identical amplitudes. (Upper casex y

letters denote phasors.)

The Phase lag of vx referenced to v 8 is where, from (4-4),

= 2ffp sin 6 (A-3)

Displaying vx and v on a CRO gives a trace of slope 6 where

= tan"1 ZZ = tan"1 1^1 (A-4)

vx |VX I

The last equality holds since vx and v are in phase and hence

the trace is a straight line.

From Fig. A-2 and from the properties of parallelograms,

\41 V
y |

= 2
|
Vx |

cos a

|V2
>
VX |

= 2 |VS icos(a+ 0)

2 a + = 7T/2

Therefore

,

7r ib

ot = — -
4 2

A-l



Fig. A-l. Phase Detector

Fig. A-2. Phasor Diagram

+ 180° ..

0- ff/4 = departure of the angle of the line trace from 45°

P = 1

+90° ..

-90° -.

-180° 4-

Fig. A-3. Variation of 0, Angle of the Line Trace, with 6, Signal

Bearing, for Various Values of Antenna Separation.
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and

from which

a+ib = Z - a=^ + -^

.2 4 2

v I =4? I V,| cos(tt/4 -&)
y 2

=4? |Yi |
sin(7T/4 +|) (A-5)

and

A
|VX | =<J?\ Vs |cos(tt/4 +^) (A-6)

Equations A-5 and A-6 with A-3 show the variation of
| V |

and | V | and hence vy and vx with bearing. Using (A-5) and

(A-6) in (A-4) gives

= tt/4 + 0/2

which from (A-3) can be written

= 7T/4 + 2irp sin 6 (A-7)

Therefore the slope of the line trace is a sinusoidal function of

received signal bearing. Equation A-7 is plotted in Fig. A-3 for

three values of p, antenna separation in wavelengths.
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Appendix B

Determination of the Difference in Phase of Two

Equal Frequency, Unequal Amplitude Sinusoids

Given two signals s
1
and s 2 where

sa (t) p Ej, cos(wt + jS)

s 2 ft) = Es cos(wt + y)

it is desired to obtain a voltage proportional to j3- y, the phase

difference of these two signals. If Ex
= E2 , various well-known

techniques can be used (see Appendix A for one simple circuit

realization)

.

If E: ^ E2/ the problem is more difficult since the output of

conventional phase detectors is now dependent on signal amplitudes

E]_ and E 2 . To eliminate this dependence, circuits which form pro-

ducts and quotients are generally required as shown below.

Figure B-l indicates how a voltage Vj_ equal to 4A
X
A 2 cos(j3- y)

can be formed by using a mixer or multiplier and a low-pass

filter. By making one input to the mixer much larger than the other

(local oscillator action), va can be made independent of the am-

plitude of one signal. However, in phase-measuring DF systems,

E
1 and E2 are of comparable amplitudes . By forming the product

v2 = EjEg and taking the ratio Yk there results a voltage v3

dependent only on phase:

v3 = 4 cos(0- y)

Figure B-2 indicates a mixer or multiplier circuit having output

v1# The sum and difference of the input signals is formed. Straight-

forward trigonometry verifies that vx
= 4E

1
E2 cos(j3- y) .
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s, (t) = E
x
cos (cot + 0)

Mixer
or

Multiplier

Low-Pass

Filter

v
:
= 4E,E2cos

*<*-r)

s 2 (t) = E 2 cos ( w t + y)

Fig. B-l. A Simplified Phase Detector; Output is Dependent
on Signal Amplitude

.

s
;
=

*fe—

(

s=

E £co s(g't + y

square-law
detector

3>
v

x
= 4E

1
E 2cos(/3-y)

r© s
i

~ s
?.i

square-law

detector

ratio

device

envelope
detector

envelope

detector

analog

multiplier

Vg — L1
£. 2

v^acosO-y:)

Fig. B-2. A Phase Detector Whose Output is Independent of Input

Signal Amplitude.
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Appendix C

Realization of a Network Which Forms the Sum and Difference

of Two In- Phase Input Signals

It will be shown here that the circuit of Fig. C-l forms the

sum, L, and the difference, A, of the input signals sx and s s where

s x and s s are assumed to be in phase. Let

sl (t) = Ej_ cos

s 2 (t) = Es cos

The inputs to the hybrid are Sjl and s a where s s lags s a by 90°.

The outputs of the hybrid are

vx
= Sj + s a = (L\ + E s ) sin j3 = L

vB = sx.
+ s a = &j. - s8 (E

x
- Ea ) cos j8 = A

These sum and difference signals can be placed in phase by adding a

phase shifter as shown.
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s x
= Ex

cos B v
i

90°

3 db

hybrid2̂s 2 = EoCos B
90°

Vs
m 90°

v 2

Fig. C-l. Sum-and-Difference Network
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Appendix D

A Symmetrical - Ring DF System

Consider the system of Fig. 4-1 9 (a) where identical antennas

A and B separated a distance d are connected by transmission lines

of equal length Zto a slotted line of overall length L . A signal
s

arriving at an angle 6 is delayed t seconds in arriving at A com-

pared to B. This delay is

T = A (D-l)
c

where the velocity of propagation in air is c = 3 x 108 meters/sec.

From the figure,

z = d sin 6 (D-2)

so that using (D-l)

T = d sine
(D-3)

c

At some position ix
in the slotted line, the phase of the

signal received on antenna A, 0, , equals that received on antenna

B, 0g , and a maximum of the standing-wave on the line occurs.

To solve for the dependency of £j on 6, find & and
R
and equate.

From the figure,

A
= 03T + 2 *(*! + *)

0B

X

= 2 ff(ia+ i)

where

it' = 2 iti = signal frequency in radians per second

X = — = signal wavelength in meters

V = velocity of propagation on the lines
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Setting 0^ = 0g gives with (D-3)

U>d sin 6 2 TT(4 + i) 2 lt{lz + l)
+ =

Using the relations

= LS " k

2 7T _ 0)

X " C

and collecting terms gives

^ = Ls - ^ sin 6 (D-4)
2 2c

where Ls is the electrical center of the system known as a

2

symmetrical ring.

It is interesting to note that the position of this central maximum

is independent of input signal frequency co. The spacing between

adjacent maxima and minima does change with frequency: spacing

decreases as frequency increases. This is illustrated in Fig.

4-1 9(b).

To obtain a measure of 8, a probe could be moved along the

line to determine ^ from which, according to (D-4),

6 = arcsin
L„ \ 2c

2 I dv

Alternatively, a series of probes could be attached to the line and

their outputs commutated and interpolated to obtain an estimate of

^ . This approach lends itself readily to processing the data by

digital means

.

For sinusoidal waveforms, null points can generally be

determined more accurately than extrema since the function ex-

periences its greatest rate of change at the null points. Therefore,

rather than searching for a maximum, it is desirable to define a

D-2



null which is independent of frequency. Inverting the signal on

one path has the effect of substituting maxima of the standing wave

for minima and vice-versa . The position of these extrema is de-

termined as before. Therefore , in a practical system, Fig. 4- 19 (a)

would be modified to include a signal inverter in one path.
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